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Abstract. Image exams are a fundamental tool in health care for de-
cision making. A challenge in Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is
to provide a timely answer that complies with the specialist’s expecta-
tion. There are different systems with different techniques to CBIR in
literature. However, even with so much research, there are still particu-
lar challenges to be overcame, such as the semantic gap. In this paper,
we presented a new spinal-image comparison method based on the per-
ception of specialists during his/her analysis of spine lesions. We take
advantage of a color extractor and propose a shape descriptor consider-
ing the visual patterns that the radiologists use to recognize anomalies
in images. The experiments shown that our approach achieved promis-
ing results, testifying that the automatic comparison of images should
consider all relevant visual aspects and comparisons’ criteria, which are
defined by the specialists.

Keywords: Content-Based Medical Image Retrieval, Features Extrac-
tion, Spinal Images.

1 Introduction

X-Ray images, Magnetic Resonance Imagining (MRI) and Computed Tomogra-
phy (CT) provide fundamental information for making an accurate diagnosis. In
many situations, when a specialist gets a new image to analyze, having infor-
mation and knowledge from similar cases can be very helpful. All these similar
images are stored and organized by a system such as a Picture Archiving and
Communication Systems (PACS). A PACS [7] consists of a set of computational
systems able of providing storage, retrieval, distribution and presentation of im-
ages for physicians and medical staff in a Medical Center. One of its sub-systems
allows specialists to have access to an automatic retrieval of similar cases based
only on the intrinsic content of the image. These similar-cases retrieval sub-
systems use Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) techniques [14].
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There are different systems that provide different techniques and algorithms to
CBIR area of Spine. The Lister Hill National Center for Biomedical Communi-
cations department with the National Library of Medicine (NLM) is developing a
CBIR for pathologies in the spine. This system supports hybrid queries, text-based
and content-based of X-Ray images. The feature extraction is performed on Re-
gions of Interest - ROIs (vertebral bodies), working with shape descriptors where
eachROI is compared separately to each other [1,16]. There is also a tool developed
for theWeb, called SPIRS, which works on X-Ray images of the spine andmakes a
comparison between the separate ROIs [6]. Another study, focused on Spine MRI,
uses statistical methods as Haralick features and texture spectrum spine MRI fea-
tures for image feature extraction. This method is global, considering the entire
image as the object for feature extraction. Thus, a single feature vector represents
each image being used to compare it with another image contained in the base, in
this case, to support diagnosis and treatment of scoliosis [9]. Another work allows
automatically extracting specific measures from spine curvature of x-ray images
from patients with scoliosis [10]. In addition to these, there are also others generic
systems, such as IRMA [5] and the ASSERT [12], among others, that can also in-
corporate specific techniques to the images discussed in this paper. CBIR tools
have been extensively explored in several areas of medicine. However, even with so
much research, there are particular challenges to be overcame in each specific area.
Themain one is the Semantic Gap [3], expressed as the difference betweenwhat the
specialist considers as similar and what is offered as similar by the system. One of
the techniques used to reduce this gap is to use of Perceptual-Parameters to guide
the query according to well-defined user’s Criteria of Similarity [11]. However, to
reach this level, there is the need to establish comparison methods compatible with
the methods used by the radiologists in clinical practice and, therefore, to approx-
imate the CBIR technique to the method identified.

In this paper we propose a spinal-image’s comparison method based on the
perception of the specialist during his/her analysis of lesions in the Lumbar
Spine on MR images. To consolidate our proposal, we take advantage of a color
extractor and propose a shape extractor to bring the CBIR to the way of the
comparison performed by the physician during the process of analyzing images.
The proposed approach achieved better results in the experiments, showing that
the automatic comparison of images should consider all relevant visual aspects
and criteria of comparison, defined by the specialist in a specific context.

2 Related Concepts

In the present section we show a set of significant visual patterns used as a
similarity criterion for differentiating vertebral compression fractures - VCFs
(focus of this work) as well as the traditional algorithms employed to extract the
features to quantify the similarity between the images.

2.1 Similarity Criterion for VCFs

The practice of evidence-based medicine within radiology is growing and provides
an important mechanism by which to facilitate further advancement of evidence
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based radiology. The goal of this practice is formalizing and standardizing im-
age interpretation and results communication [15]. Studying this interpretation
allows to identify a set of significant visual predictors used by radiologists for
differentiating VCFs and, with this knowledge to establish a criteria for com-
paring spinal images. Some diseases are characterized by the presence of known
alterations in the normal vertebral body structure. The physicians call these
alterations as radiological findings. Each radiological finding is related to visual
feature parameters. For this work we listed some issues the radiologists analyze
in spine images and for each issue it was specified what the radiologists look for
in the image to help identifying a finding (see Figure 1).
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Fig. 1. Findings and visual characteristics

2.2 Feature Extraction

The feature vectors extracted from the medical images is the one of the key
aspects for the similarity comparison between such images. To represent the
similarity criterions showed in Subsection 2.1 we used the color and shape de-
scriptors described as follows.

Color Descriptors. There are several methods to describe color features from
images. The traditional gray-level histogram is one of the most applied one.
However, some works have shown more robust alternatives to the color represen-
tation. One of this is an interesting feature extractor, called the Border/Interior
Classification (BIC) [13]. This color descriptor uses the RGB color space uni-
formly quantized in a given number of colors (e.g. each pixel represented by 6
bits). It presents a compact representation and consists in classifying the image
pixels in edge-pixels or interior-pixels. Thus, it divides the image in two his-
tograms. A pixel is classified as border if it is at the border of the image itself
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or if at least one of its 4-neighbors (top, bottom, left and right) has a different
quantized color. A pixel is classified as interior if its 4-neighbors have the same
quantized color. In the final step both histograms are merged, generating the
image feature vector.

Shape Descriptors. Shape is one of the most important feature extracted from
an image. For instance, in medical images shape-based features play a major role
from describing the malignancy of tumor nodules to vertebral fractures. The
Zernike moments [8] are a relevant shape-based features that employ the general
theory of moments joined with the Zernike polynomials.

3 Proposed Approach

In this paper, we consider a search engine based on the radiologist’s analysis as a
Method Based on Human Perception (Perceptual-Based). The specialist’s com-
parison method, when he/she is comparing two images, are not usually explored
in the design of traditional CBIR systems. With the goal of bringing the CBIR
system to the perception of the specialist, we questioned several radiologists
about how they compare images that have the findings described in Subsection
2.1. After that, we developed ways to represent the visual aspects described for
each finding. As a result of questioning, we got the proposals described as follows.

3.1 Spine-Based Feature Extraction

To represent the similarity criterions showed in Subsection 2.1 and aimed at
employing the descriptors listed in Subsection 2.2, we propose the following
color and shape descriptors.

Vertebral Body Color Descriptor. The BIC, presented in subsection 2.2,
was designed for traditional RGB images. The medical images are usually in
gray levels, with 16 bits per pixel. This format gives the images up to 4096 gray
levels. Furthermore, the interior of objects found in medical images does not
always have the same intensity (same pixel value). A slight variation in these
gray levels within the same object can be considered normal in this context.
Thus, using BIC can bring losses in traditional representation of the image, due
to a possible misclassification between edge and interior.

Because of this observation, we have changed the way the pixel classification
between interior/border, proposing the BIC-Med. With BIC-Med, the pixel is
classified as border if at least one of its 4-neighbors (top, bottom, left and right)
has a variation of quantized gray-level greater than a given threshold. A pixel is
classified the interior if all its 4-neighbors have a variation less than or equal to
a given threshold. In the final step both histograms are merged, generating the
image feature vector. The threshold for the experiments of this work was 20%
of the gray level of each pixel. This color variation value was chosen empirically
based on an already established culture among physicians about the variation
between the vertebrae images, as is presented below.
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Vertebral Body Shape Descriptor. The shape features extractor proposed
in this work was created based on the method of analysis of vertebral bodies’ frac-
tures proposed by Genant et al. [4]. The method is based on a given score from
zero to three, considering the difference between the maximum and minimum
measurement of the anterior (AH), central (CH) and posterior (PH) vertebral
body heights. It is assigned a score value of 0 (normal) to the percentage dif-
ference less than 20%, until score 3 (severe fracture) to percentage difference
greater than 40%. Thus, the feature vector of the proposed extractor, called
VertebralBody-RelativeShape (VB-RelativeShape), is composed of the relative
proportion between the anterior, central and posterior vertebral body heights.
That is, each vertebral body is represented by the proportion of three measure-
ments. They are: AH/CH, AH/PH, CH/PH.

3.2 Perceptual Spinal Based Method

The images A1, A2 and A3 of Figure 2 are quite similar. However, if you make
a global comparison between them, will probably find images A2 and A3 more
similar to each other. However, if you consider only the f̈ocusöf this specific
domain (see A′

1, A′
2 and A′

3), images A1 and A2 would be considered more
similar to each other. This example characterizes the difference between what
the specialist believes to be similar and that the system can deem to be similar
(i.e., the semantic gap). Probably a descriptor of color or texture applied to the
entire image (Global-Based) would erroneously return images A2 and A3 as the
most similar ones.

On the other hand, in an attempt to reduce this semantic gap, many studies
use ROIs for performing the comparison between images (ROIs-Based). However,
although this method really brings good results, through graphs of precision and
recall, it still has a gap in what occurs naturally during the expert analysis. T̈he
radiologist spots variations in ROIs contrasting them with neighboring regions̈.
Not to mention that when comparing two images, 1) scoring ROIs is extra work to
be performed by the radiologist and 2) When considering only similar ROIs, the
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Fig. 2. Different methods (visions) for comparing images
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physician may come across images that have different ROIs representing (as is the
case of Vertebral Bodies) having normal and non-normal ROIs in the same image.

In order to adapt the feature extraction for something close to the concept of
similarity perceived by radiologists, we propose a method that considers the local
characteristics (ROI-based), but, composed into a single feature vector. Thus,
each vertebra belonging to the analyzed image is compared to the equivalent
vertebra on another image. Thus, the similarity between two images is not only
calculated by the similarity of a single ROI, but considering the variation of all
the neighbors.

4 Experiments and Results

To evaluate the proposed method, we have generated precision and recall (P&R)
graphs [2]. Precision is the percentage of relevant images actually returned in
the query among the total number of images returned in the query. Recall is
the percentage of relevant images actually returned in the query among the
total number of relevant images for a given query. For the dataset analyzed, all
images of each class were employed as query centers.
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Fig. 3. Precision Vs. Recall graphs for Color and Shape representation

To perform the experiments we have used an image dataset, provided by the
Hospital of our university (HCRP). The dataset consists of 171 images separated
by the specialists into two distinct classes (83 normal images and 88 images with
VCFs). To enable the Spinal-based experiments, radiologists and residents from
HCRP provided a manual segmentation of the lumbar vertebral bodies. And to
enable the ROI-based experiments, we used this manual segmentation to create
a data set with 855 ROIs.

Analyzing the feature descriptor proposed in this work, both showed better
performance when compared with traditional ones. This comparison was per-
formed using data 171 images, through the Perceptual-based proposed method,
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Fig. 4. Extractors’ precision with different approaches considering the area under the
Precision Vs.Recall graph in the first 50% of recall

and the base 855 ROIs (ROI-based) as shown in Figure 3. Comparing the ex-
tractors color, the BIC-Med precision was higher than 80% in the first 20%
of recall, while the traditional BIC has not reached this level. For shape ex-
tractors, considering the ROI-based methodology, both VB-RelativeShape and
Zernike performed very similar. However, when analyzing with the focus on the
Perceptual-based method, the precision of the two extractors improved and the
VB-RelativeShape presented a significant gain compared to Zernike (about 10%
better in the first 20% of recall).

Another interesting result to be analyzed is the behavior of the different de-
scriptors regarding different ways they are used to compare images (Global-
Based, Perceptual-based or ROI-based). Figure 4 illustrates their performance
in the different approaches. The BIC and Zernike extractors showed are more
focuses to analysis global image. They both lost performance when used in seg-
mented images or ROIs. The BIC-Med extractor achieved better precision in
almost all cases and was representative for Perceptual-Based and the ROIs-
based retrieval. Already VB-RelativeShape showed much better precision with
the proposed methodology, confirming the fact that specific features of shape,
in this context, are best described as representing the whole neighborhood, not
just a single ROI.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a new approach to deal with the semantic gap. We
propose a spinal-image’s comparison method based on the perception of special-
ist during his/her analysis of lesions in the Lumbar Spine on MR images. The
proposed approach gathers from the physicians the visual patterns they use to
recognize anomalies in images and apply them on building feature extractors
based on these visual patterns. We took advantage of color extractor and pro-
pose a new shape extractor to bring the CBIR to the way of the comparison
performed by the physician during the process of analyzing the images. The
proposed approach achieved better results in the experiments, showing that the
automatic comparison of images should consider all relevant visual aspects and
criteria of comparison, defined by specialist in a specific context.
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